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Certain abbreviations are used in the following accounts: 

Crews are referred to as follows – Carl Taalak Brower as “TAL”, Eric Leavitt as “INU”, Edward 

Nukapigak Jr. as “EMN”, and Jimmy Arey Oyagak as “O”. Specific crew boats are referred to by the 

crew designation and the boat number (the captain’s boat is always “1”, with other boats from the same 

crew as “2” and one crew with a “3” boat as well). Cardinal directions are sometimes indicated by capital 

letters – north as N, south as S, east as E, and west as W (and in combination for intermediate directions). 

Cross Island is often indicated by “CI”. The accounts start with the date and a list of boats that went 

scouting for whales that day, or an indication that no boats went scouting that day. 

 

08/25 Non-scouting Day 

TAL1 and TAL2 to CI. TAL1 w/5 aboard and TAL2 w/3 aboard (hereafter “aboard” will be omitted). 

This included 6 TAL crew members (Carl Brower, Larry Kasak, Jamie Taalak, Paul Pausanna, Willie 

Sielak, Tim Richards) and 2 bear hazers (Leonard Lampe Jr. – Juku, and Jesse Hopson). 

 

08/26 Non-scouting Day 

 O1 w/3 and O2 w/3 left Nuiqsut (NQT) for Cross Island (CI) but had to return to NQT due to 

engine problems. 

 

08/27 Scouting (TAL1) 

Whaler accounts were not very detailed. Only one boat (TAL1) went out scouting (TAL2 was 

taken to West Dock to be welded, and not retrieved until 9/29). TAL1 initially headed north but because 

of thick floating ice had to head west (“towards Northstar”) in order to find more open water. The “jogs” 

in the track (waypoint TAL1_082715a to waypoint TAL1_082715b, actually heading NW) probably 

reflect traversing broken floating ice. They then followed the ice edge and “near Northstar” (although 

they only went a little over halfway to Northstar) they continued west into the looser floating ice and then 

north, along an ice edge of floating ice (or just within this ice). To the west of them was more open water 

(but it may have been rougher – they did not go out into it). All along the ice edge they saw many ugruk 

and natchik (bearded seal and ringed seal). They did not report seeing any whales. 

 

08/28 Non-scouting Day 

 TAL1 was the only boat at the island, and conditions for scouting were not good. The Taalak 

crew spent the day making preparations for whaling. 

 

08/29 Scouting (TAL1, TAL2, TAL3) 

 O1 w/3, O2 w/3, INU1 w/4, EMN1 w/4, and EMN2 w/6 all left NQT for CI. O1 and O2 arrived 

the same day. INU1 and EMN1 arrived early on 08/31 (12:50am). EMN2 had mechanical problems and 

arrived 09/02. 

TAL1 made a trip to West Dock the first thing in the morning (8:14 am), taking “excess” crew 

members to pick up the repaired TAL2. Both returned to Cross Island (11:01 am) and both later went out 

scouting (12:02 pm). TAL2 headed out to the E and then SE towards Narwhal Island. TAL1 headed out 

NE, turned to the E, and then headed SE towards Narwhal and TAL2 (1:20 pm). TAL 2 was in the 

floating ice and had reported seeing polar bears and seals (waypoints TAL2_082915a, TAL2_082915b). 

TAL1 did not go very far towards Narwhal but for some reason turned towards Cross Island (about 1:48 

pm) and returned to the island (2:48 pm). TAL2 continued scouting near Narwhal and towards Pole 

Island, turning back (about 2:06 pm) and was slowly returning to Cross Island. TAL3 arrived at Cross 

Island sometime before 3:21 (when they went out scouting) and probably before 3:00 pm (since they 

would have had to unload their boat and then get ready to scout). TAL1 left the island on their second 

scouting trip at 3:05 pm, TAL3 went scouting at 3:21 pm (as above) and TAL2 reversed direction about 

3:29 pm and went out scouting some more instead of returning to Cross Island (waypoint 

TAL2_082915c), probably because TAL3 had started scouting. All three boats headed N or NE and then 

NW, and scouted north of the island. TAL3 reported seeing a blow at 3:59 pm (recorded in the Deadhorse 
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Communications log) but probably actually first saw it about 3:57 pm (TAL3_082915a, when TAL3 

changed direction and went to high speed). The other two TAL boats also changed direction at high speed 

towards the reported position of the blow (to the SW) at about 3:59 pm. TAL3 reported seeing a whale 

(probably the same whale) about 4:21 pm (TAL3_082915b boat position, TAL3_082915b’ where the 

whalers estimated the blow was). They probably thought they saw this whale (or another blow) to the east 

about 4:37 pm (TAL3_082915c), as all three boats headed east at high speed. They evidently had no 

further sightings of this whale, however, as TAL1 and TAL2 eventually turned back west (5:31 pm and 

5:46 pm) and then S to return to Cross Island slowly (scouting), while TAL3 turned S to scout in the area 

near Narwhal Island. TAL1 had returned to Cross Island and TAL2 was very close to Cross Island when 

TAL3 reported seeing another whale (estimated to have been located at TAL3_082915d’, sighted about 

7:31 pm at boat position TAL3_082915d). TAL1 left the island on their third scouting trip at 7:17 pm and 

TAL2 reversed their course about 7:12 pm and both headed at top speed towards TAL3, slowing near 

waypoint TAL1_082915a. The boats continued to look for this whale for a short time, but turned to return 

to Cross Island about 8:00 pm. 

 

08/30 Non-scouting Day 

Although two crews (and five boats) were on Cross Island, none went scouting for whales. 

Conditions were probably minimally acceptable, but there was a great deal to do on the island – most of 

the cabins still needed to be connected to the generator. The wind speed was in the high teens to low 20s 

throughout the day. 

 

08/31 Scouting (TAL1, TAL2, TAL3)  

INU1 to CI with 4, EMN1 to CI w/4. EMN2 experienced problems and stayed at Oliktok/West 

Dock w/6. Both boats made it to CI just before 1:00 am (12:50 am in Deadhorse Com Center log). 

All three boats left at about the same time, but TAL1 headed SE, TAL2 more E, and TAL1 N and 

then NE. No whale sightings were reported. TAL1 reported open water all the way SE to Narwhal (with 

floating ice to the N of them). Open water was also reported at an estimated 8 miles N of Cross Island 

(TAL3_083115c). TAL3 also noted places where they saw five whale birds (TAL3_083115a) and a giant 

ugruk (TAL3_083115b). All boats reported that it was calm inside the ice, but too rough with large waves 

in the open water. They turned around and returned to Cross Island when they radioed to Cross Island to 

ask for the wind speed and were told that it was 29 mph. There was a report of hearing a barge or other 

large vessel perhaps 11 miles out, but no location was indicated. No whale sightings were reported to the 

researcher or recorded in the Deadhorse Communications Center log. 

09/01 Scouting (TAL1, TAL2, TAL3,O1, O2) 

The three TAL boats left together (11:04-11:05 am) and the O boats early in the afternoon (1:15 

and 1:17 pm). It was calm inside the ice, but wavy in the open water to the north when they first went out. 

It calmed down some after a while. It was very calm in the open water to the south.  

TAL1 headed S and then W of Cross Island, then NW and finally S to Narwhale Island. They 

then proceeded back N (probably in response to TAL3 reporting sighting a whale, TAL3_090115b, 

TAL1_090115a boat positions @ 3:16 pm, TAL3_090115c estimated whale position) and after not seeing 

that whale went back S to Narwhal Island. They then went back towards Cross Island on the south side of 

the island and swung around its western side to scout N of the island, and then turned around and went 

back S to Cross Island. TAL2 went out similarly to TAL1, but instead of going N spent most of its time 

scouting the area north of Narwhal Island and west of Cross Island. TAL2 had also redirected themselves 

NE towards TAL3 about 3:17 pm (TAL2_090115a) but then turned SW about 3:26 pm (TAL2_090115b) 

after apparently seeing something. They slowed in the area north of Narwhal and east of Cross about  

3:43 (TAL2_090115c) and spent some time looking for whales in that area. The TAL2 crew located 

several points in this search area (TAL2_090115d, TAL2_090115e, TAL2_090115f) but did not report 

any definite whale sightings (they glossed TAL2_090115f as where they smelt a blow but did not see it – 

the other points were search areas). They then left the area at fairly high speed towards Narwhal (south). 

They either had seen something or just wanted to scout that area, as they went to high speed at about 
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4:31pm (going south) and at 5:31 pm (after turning north again just east of Narwhal Island – waypoints 

TAL2_090115g and TAL2_090115h respectively). They did not report seeing anything, however, and 

met TAL1 about 5:35 pm (TAL2_090115i). They stayed together until about 5:52 pm, probably sharing 

coffee. TAL2 then went back north and then W to return to Cross Island, while TAL1 was going W south 

of Cross Island. TAL2 returned to Cross Island before the other boats (6:56 pm versus 8:18-8:26 pm).  

TAL3 had headed E from Cross Island with the other two TAL boats, but went further E (well 

past Narwhal Island) and then S and back towards Narwhal, and then N. About 2:47 pm TAL3 evidently 

saw something, as they increased speed heading north (TAL3_090115a). They did not see anything more 

and slowed to “fast scouting” speed while continuing north. About 3:16 pm they did see a whale 

(TAL3_090115b) and went to high speed and must have radioed the sighting, since the other boats all 

turned in their direction. TAL3 located this whale and reported that it blew two times (TAL3_090115c), 

but they soon lost track of it. TAL3 then went E and S to the area E of Narwhal where they had been 

before, and then NW to a point about 21 miles N of Narwhal (where they reported seeing whalebirds, 

TAL3_090115d), and then headed SW back to Cross Island. They did not report any sightings during this 

long traverse. 

The O boats stayed quite close together and had very similar tracks. They headed out NE until 

TAL3 reported seeing some blows (probably about 3:16 pm), at which point the O boats turned SE 

towards TAL3 (O1_090115a). This whale was not seen again, however, so TAL3 and the O boats 

continued towards Narwhal Island. About due E of Cross Island the O boats reversed direction, headed 

NW, and essentially retraced the path they had taken from Cross Island. TAL3 continued further S and E, 

but also turned around at about the same time as the O boats (5:34 pm) and headed NW and then SW 

back to Cross Island. 

There were no reported whale sightings recorded in the Deadhorse Communications Center log. 

 

09/02 Scouting (TAL1, TAL2, TAL3, O1, O2, EMN1) 

All three TAL boats left Cross island about the same time (7:44 am), with TAL1 and TAL3 

heading N and TAL2 to the W and then N. About 9 miles N of Cross Island TAL1 turned to the E 

(TAL1_090215a, in the area of floating ice), may have followed the ice edge for a bit, and then turned N 

and went to “the current”. TAL3 continued N of Cross Island to “the current” (TAL3_090215b, about 23 

miles N of Cross Island). TAL3 had meant to stay with TAL1, but reported that they kept going towards 

areas of more open water (TAL3 stated “to the west” – but apparently to the west of TAL1 and actually 

pretty much north of Cross Island). Once TAL3 left the scattered ice (TAL3_090215a) they went at high 

speed to “the current” (TAL3_090215b) and slowed. They turned east to scout in the current and may 

have seen a whale about 9:06 am (TAL3_090215c) and definitely at 9:41 am (TAL3_090215d), times 

when they increased speed above that of fast scouting speed (10-11 mph) and radioed the other boats that 

they had spotted “a whole bunch” of whales. All other boats turned and headed towards TAL3 about 9:45 

am and arriving near TAL3 between 10:05-10:10 am: 

TAL1 TAL1_090215b about 9:43 am 

TAL2 TAL2_090215c, about 9:45 am (TAL2 may have seen something about 9:37 am, marked 

as TAL2_090215a, slowing at TAL2_090215b, but soon after changing direction abruptly and going to 

high speed towards TAL3 at 9:45 am) 

O2 had left Cross Island at 8:14 am and O1 at 8:18 am. They stayed close together and headed 

north, and may have seen something about 9:19 am, when they turned to the SE and increased speed 

(O1_090215a, O2_090215a), then slowed to scouting speed about 9:24 (O1_090215b, O2_090215b) until 

about 9:44 am, when they heard reports of whale chasing from the TAL boats and turned to the NE at 

high speed (o1_090215c, O2_090215c). 

 At about 9:49 TAL3 radioed that they were seeing a lot of mothers with calves and 

maybe other whales (TAL3_090215e-g), but were also following the bubble trail of a whale. At 10:09 am 

TAL3 reported making a first strike (TAL3_090215h). By 10:34 am they had put a second float on the 

whale and used several more bombs (TAL3_090215i). The prayer at the whale was at about 10:50 am 

(TAL1_090215c). The tow took some time to organize and did not really start until about 11:48 
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(TAL3_090215j). The O boats served as the safety boats, especially when the two had to find a passage 

through the area of floating ice (O1_090215e, O1_090215f, O2_090215d, O2_090215e, O2_090215f). 

When O1 first left the tow to find a passage through the ice they saw a blow to the east of them 

(O1_090215d). The tow finally made it out of the ice in the area of waypoint O2_090215g. 

EMN1 left Cross Island at 10:35, after TAL3 had struck the whale but before it was landed. 

However, EMN1 did not go to assist with the whale and did not coordinate with the other boats. EMN1 

indicated a general area where the floating ice started (EMN1_090215a) and where it became more open 

water further north (EMN1_090215b). For much of its trip (about 2:00-5:34 pm) EMN1 was out of radio 

contact with the other boats, Cross Island, and the Deadhorse Communications Center. They were 

apparently scouting for another whale. Various people reminded EMN1 by radio that the captains had 

agreed to take “one whale at a time” and EMN1 answered that they were just looking to know where the 

whales were. EMN1 scouted a different area than did the other boats, to the NW and N of Cross Island, 

and reported seeing several mothers with calves as well as a whale behaving in a strange way that made 

them think it could be a calf separated from its mother. In any event, they did not think it prudent to try to 

strike any of the whales they saw. They report seeing perhaps 5 (or 6) whales in all. The first mother and 

calf was at EMN1_090215c (2:16 pm). In that area they reported that the straight lines were when they 

were casing (going to) whales, and that when they stopped they were waiting for whales to come up. The 

first whale they saw took them to a larger whale which seemed to be its mother. There was another whale 

that seemed to want to stay close to this mother whale, larger than the “real” calf but still not much more 

than calf size. The mother seemed to keep trying to chase this whale away, so they were not sure whether 

it was a calf or not, and whether it belonged to the mother or not. This third whale kept trying to go to 

other whales so they were not sure whether there was another mother whale in the area or not. That is 

why they followed and watched the whales they saw so long and did not make any strikes – they wanted 

to be sure NOT to strike a mother or a calf. None of these whales, other than the first mother and calf pair, 

were located with any precision. Waypoints EMN1_090215d-f represent the most likely spots for these 

whale sightings, based on GPS track characteristics. Waypoint EMN1_090215g was described as the 

furthest point they went chasing a whale. Waypoint EMN1_090215h almost certainly represents a whale 

that EMN1 saw and chased for a while. After losing track of this whale and circling in the area for 90 

minutes or so, EMN1 continued west at scouting speed (at about 5:40 pm). They encountered 

(EMN1_090215i) the same mother and calf pair that they had seen earlier at EMN1_090215c and scouted 

in that area until they were running low on gas, at which point (about 7:08 pm) they went back to Cross 

Island on a pretty direct line. 

 

09/03 Non-scouting Day 

Conditions are at best marginal for scouting (wind speed in the low 20s) and the whale landed the 

day before measured 50 feet, so all hands were needed to butcher in any event. No boats went scouting. 

 

09/04 Non-scouting Day 

Wind speeds are in the mid- to high-30s, so there was no consideration about going scouting. The 

primary butchering of the whale landed 9/02 was completed and the butcher site was cleaned up for the 

next whale. 

 

09/05 Scouting (TAL1, TAL3, O1, O2, EMN1, EMN2, INU1, INU2) 

The six boats for the O, EMN, and INU crews all left about the same time – from 8:44-9:15 am. 

TAL1 and TAL3 left Cross Island later and at different times – TAL3 at 11:07 am after TAL2 left for 

Nuiqsut with the tavsi and TAL1 at an estimated 2:16 pm. Conditions were foggy all day and only EMN2 

reported seeing a whale. Most boats reported that conditions were calm in the ice and rough in the open 

water. Although some said that the open water was calmer later on, only the largest boat (EMN2) was 

willing to stay out in the foggy conditions to look for the whale that they saw. Some boats cited the rough 

conditions in the open water where that whale was last seen. Others cited the fact that it was a small 

whale, which are more difficult to follow even in good conditions since they generally are faster 
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swimmers than larger whales, but are almost impossible to follow in the fog. There was also floating ice 

in places, and some that was tightly packed. Since there were few whales seen, it is difficult to discuss the 

movements of the boats in relation to each other. The points that the whalers located on their tracks in the 

discussions once they returned to Cross Island are as follows: 

 EMN1: none 

 EMN2: EMN2_090515a – probable whale sighting (approx. 3:30 pm - 3:49 pm) 

 INU1:  INU1_090515a – many ugruk and seals (in the ice) 

INU1_090515b – report of a small whale (3:49 pm) 

INU1_090515c – gave up due to the fog 

INU2: none 

O1: none 

O2: all points related to ice and sea state conditions 

TAL1: all points related to ice and sea state conditions 

TAL3: all points related to ice and sea state conditions 

 

Waypoint specifying ice and sea state conditions were not labeled by crew and boat, as they are at 

best approximate in location and are often indeterminate in time. Such points for 09/05/15 are FOGGY 1, 

FOGGY2, ICE – 1, ICE – 2, ICE – 3, ICE -4, ICE EDGE, INSIDE ICE, MOSTLY OPEN, SOME ICE, 

OPEN WATER 1, OPEN WATER 5-6 FT WAVES, ROUGH 1, AND ROUGH2. 

 

09/06 Scouting (O1, O2, EMN1, EMN2, INU1, INU2) 

Accounts for 9/06 were much like those for the day before – a mostly foggy day with few whales 

seen, calm conditions in the ice, and rougher in open water but apparently not as rough as on previous 

days. The two EMN and two INU boats went out together at about 1:07 pm and headed N to where 

whales had been seen before, “on the current”. The two O boats went out later at about 2:13 pm, heading 

NW, but then turning to the W to join the other boats once a whale was spotted by the EMN crew 

(EMN1_090615a), probably about 3:18 pm when INU1 turned sharply to the S and went at high speed 

towards the EMN boats (INU1_090615a). INU1 joined the EMN boats at about 3:28 pm, when it slowed 

down INU1_090615b). The INU2 and O boats similarly headed towards the EMN boats at about the same 

time as INU1 (INU2_090615a, O1_090615a, O2_090615a and INU2 later asked for EMN coordinates at 

about 3:32 pm – INU2_090615b). The EMN crew described this sighting as their coming upon the whale 

suddenly in the fog. They thought the whale may have been sleeping. There was low visibility (1.5 miles 

maximum) and only a few of the crew actually saw the whale. Apparently the boat disturbed the whale 

and it dove, which caused a splash and attracted the attention of a few crew members who saw the flukes 

as the whale dove. This was the only sighting for the day. After the boats gave up on finding this whale, 

the EMN boats returned to Cross Island by heading S. The INU boats headed SE towards Narwhal Island 

and then turned W to return to Cross Island. The O boats Headed E “on the current” for about 8 miles and 

then turned SW to return to Cross Island. As for the previous day, in discussions after the boats had 

returned to the island, various crew members located approximate positions of significant ice and/or open 

water as indications of how far the ice was from Cross Island (ICE1, ICE2, ICE3, and OPEN WATER 2). 

The captain of the Taalak crew decided not to go out scouting on 9/04, for two reasons. First, 

conditions the day before were marginal, primarily due to fog, and the captain considered it unlikely that 

9/06 would be any different. Second, since his crew still needed to butcher the uati (community share) 

from the whale they landed on 9/02, he considered it a better use of their time and energy to complete this 

butchering task, so that they could be ready to go scouting when conditions improved (which they did the 

next day). 

 

09/07 Scouting (O1, O2, EMN1, EMN2, INU1, TAL1, TAL2, TAL3) 

As was typical for most of the 2015 season, the O and TAL crews worked fairly closely together, 

as did the EMN and INU crews. The O and TAL boats all left Cross Island between 7:46 am and 8:09 am. 

The EMN boats and INU1 left Cross Island between 9:33 am and 9:58 am. The TAL and O boats all 
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headed out N (although the TAL2 boat first went SE and so covered an area to the E of the other boats). 

The first whale was spotted in the 8:54-8:56 am time period by the O boats (O1_090715a, O2_090715a) 

with the estimated position of the whale marked with two points (O2_090715b @ 9:04 am and 

O2_090715c @ 9:10 am. TAL1 headed toward the area identified as the area of the O boats’ whale 

sighting (TAL1_090715a @ 9:11 am and reaching the whale search area about 9:37 am). TAL3 had 

traveled north from Cross Island, mostly at high speed, and may also have been investigating potential 

sightings, but did not report any. Once the O boats reported their sighting TAL3 headed towards them 

(TAL3_090715a, 9:11 am). TAL2, after leaving Cross Island to the south and east, had also been 

traveling north at high speed for most of the time since 8:38 am (TAL2_090715a), with short periods of 

lower speed, so they may have been investigating potential sightings as well. TAL2 also did not report 

any sightings and also arrived in the area of the O boats’ whale about 9:37 am. Either the boats lost sight 

of the whale, or were chasing different whales at this point, since the O boats continued north with TAL2 

while TAL1 continued to investigate the immediate area and TAL went east.  

TAL3 went to high speed heading east about 9:47 am (TAL1_090715b), so they probably had 

seen something – but they made no report of a sighting and other boats did not head towards them. O1 

probably saw something about 10:00 am (O1_090715b), when they went to high speed to the NE. It was 

not until O1 reported a significant chase event (whale sighting or strike, see further below) at 10:24 am 

(O1_090715c), that all TAL boats headed towards O1 (TAL1_090715b, TAL2_090715b, 

TAL3_090715c), as did O2 (O2_090715d). O2 marked a point about 10:32 am when they slowed down 

in the area of the whale chase (O2_090715 e). Waypoint O1_090715c may have been the first strike, 

since TAL1 reported this as the strike time. A possible alternate first strike location is O1_090715d at 

10:29 am – this location is also possibly consistent with the GPS track properties and whaler accounts and 

at a minimum was a significant chase event of some sort. 

The O boats reported the strike time as 10:36 am, however and marked a point while on the water 

(O1_090715e). A second point was marked about a minute later (O1_090715f). The first bomb did not 

explode and they had to use 17 bombs in all (8 to 11 exploded). Many of the bombs went into the niniq 

part of the whale, so much of the niniq meat was not usable. The prayer was said over the whale about 

1:15 pm and the tow began about 1:21 pm (marked by O2 as waypoint O2_090715g). The tow did not 

actually get organized and proceed at a reasonable rate of speed until about 1:56 pm (O1_090715g).The 

TAL and O boats towed the whale. The whale was measured at 41’5”, was a male, and was struck 26.7 

miles on a bearing of 6° true north from Cross Island. 

The INU1 boat headed N from Cross Island towards the area where the TAL and O boats were 

seeing whales. The EMN boats headed N and then E and spotted some whales (EMN1_090715a) in the 

area SE of the TAL and O boats, in the 10:25 to 10:40 time frame, roughly the same time as the O boats 

were relaying coordinates for “their” whale to INU1 (and other boats). INU1 was at waypoint 

INU1_090715a at 10:42 am, when O2 reported their location (O2_090715e) over the radio (with some 

time delay due to the press of events). INU1 made the decision to continue on his way to the O boats, 

rather than to go assist EMN, since the O boats were so much closer, and arrived about 11:03 am. There 

were already two floats on the whale (and maybe six total bombs) and the whale had just submerged. It 

stayed down for 45 minutes and the INU1 boat was not in a position to put the next bomb in the whale 

when it did finally resurface. Once another boat did so, the whale submerged again and INU1 decided not 

to wait around (this was the second long dive this whale made after being struck), but to go try and assist 

the EMN boats. At that time INU1 asked for EMN1’s coordinates (EMN1_090715b, 11:54:38) and 

headed towards the EMN boats. 

EMN1 spotted a whale as soon as they left the ice (in the 10:25 to 10:40 time frame, EMN1 boat 

position EMN1_090715a’ and estimated position of whale EMN1_090715a – where EMN1 slowed and 

searched for the whale). The whale when first seen seemed to be just floating around. They saw 2 

different small whales during the day, and got close to the first one of where they first saw it. This whale 

was all black, just floating, and looked as if it may have been sleeping. EMN2 saw it as well, although 

they got out of the ice into the open water at a different location than EMN1. There was some scattered 

ice, but it was really no real problem except that had to avoid some chunks. Straight North of them was 
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more ice, and they chased the first whale they saw nearly all day (north, west, and north again) before 

losing it. INU1 asked EMN1 for their coordinates when INU1 decided to leave the O whale to assist the 

EMN boats (INU1_090715b, EMN1_090715b. EMN1 reported that it was open water, but also that the 

second time they saw the whale (EMN1_090715c, between noon and 1:15 pm) it was near an iceberg 

(and they reported that all sightings of whales this day seemed to be near the ice). They followed it SW 

and then NW and saw it a third time at EMN1_090715d (about 1:47 pm). They reported that this whale 

was fast (typical they said for a small whale), and although they did get the whale tired, they also kept 

losing it so it could recover some. The whale also kept going to or near the ice. They estimated it was 25-

27 feet long. At the end it came up every 10 minutes or so. At the beginning it was 1 to 2 miles in front of 

the boat. From the third sighting they chased the whale west and northwest, but in an area of floating ice 

and fog (very dense for five minutes or so) they lost track of it (EMN1_090715e, about 4:45 pm). They 

soon spotted another whale, somewhat larger, in the area where they lost the first one (EMN1_090715f, 

about 4:55 pm ). This whale actually had a blow, whereas the first one had not had a visible blow. They 

lost this whale in the fog and ice as well and decided the conditions were not favorable and headed back 

to Cross Island (EMN1_090715g, about 6:22 pm).While they were chasing the first whale EMN1 

reported that they kept seeing whales migrating on the ice edge – but that they only chased two whales. 

The EMN crew did not enumerate the number of migrating whales they may have seen, sizes, or locations 

other than “the ice edge”). 

For the first whale, the EMN crew “saw the muktuk” (the body or tail of the whale) and it usually 

came up twice before diving. They saw a lot of fresh whale poop (anak) on the main current, for a stretch 

of one to two miles at least. They reported lots of ugruk and seals in the open water, as well as on and in 

the ice. In one spot alone there were 10+ ugruk. Some were quite large and rookie (first year) crew 

members were instructed not to confuse large ugruk with whales (a common charge made by Cross Island 

crews about other crews is that there are too many “false positives” reported, most commonly “black 

waves” or large ugruk). The 2015 season was notable for the relatively small number of false sightings 

reported – much less than in previous years (but the overall number of reported whale sightings was also 

much lower than in previous years). 

 

09/08 Scouting (EMN1, EMN2, INU1, INU2, TAL1) 

TAL1 only went out to assist with the tow. The EMN and INU boats all left Cross Island about 

the same time (10:27-10:44 am) and all scouted together, in the same general area. They headed out W, 

then N, and then E “to the area where they had seen whales before”.  An EMN boat spotted a mother and 

calf pair (EMN1_090815a), time uncertain but perhaps around 12:23 pm (the part of the EMN1 track 

closest to where they placed a point representing this whale). All four boats continued east for about three 

more miles and even though there were a lot of icebergs it became very choppy and rough, so they turned 

around (EMN1_090815b – from 12:58-1:02 pm). INU2 experienced some motor trouble about 12:44 pm 

(INU2_090815a) but fixed it temporarily. All four boats headed west at scouting speed, EMN1 and 

EMN2 together somewhat less than one mile south of INU1 and INU2 (also together). INU2 again 

experienced motor problems (a seized engine) at about 1:33 pm (INU2_090815b) and INU1 started to 

tow INU2 to West Dock about 2:04 pm (INU1_090815a). The EMN boats evidently spotted another 

whale about 1:39 PM (EMN1_090815c), when they sped up, and when they got closer to it identified it as 

another (or the same) mother and calf, and located it as point EMN1_090815d (1:53 pm). They scouted to 

the east while INU1 towed INU2 to West Dock.   

The EMN boats saw what they estimated as a 70-foot whale (estimated location as 

EMN1_090815e, estimated time of 3:40 pm, boat position EMN1_090815e’). They were thinking of 

trying for it, as it was the only single whale they had seen all day, but soon lost it (and did not chase it 

very long). After this whale disappeared, they saw another mother and calf pair (and maybe two pairs), 

but did not locate them. They lost track of the last mother and calf near an ice berg, and from their 

furthest point from Cross Island (EMN1_090815f, about 5:42 pm, 28 miles from Cross Island) were 

returning to Cross Island as scouting speed. A little less than five miles closer to Cross Island some 

whales popped up, including four to the north of them (EMN1_090815g), probably seen about 6:12 pm 
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from boat positions EMN1_090815h and EMN2_090815a – the boats actually reached the position of the 

moving whales about 6:21 pm). The two boats were each chasing different whales and EMN1 reported 

they were after two 30+ whales and would have struck one except that EMN2 struck (6:28 pm, 

EMN2_090815b) just before EMN1 had an opportunity to do so (EMN1_090815i). The EMN2 strike was 

an instant kill, and the start of the tow was marked as EMN1_090815j at 6:37 pm. However, the tow did 

not really get organized and start in earnest until about 7:12 pm (EMN1_090817k, with EMN1 and 

EMN2 towing). Once INU1 had towed INU2 to West Dock and returned to Cross Island to drop off crew, 

it went to assist the tow. INU1 reached the tow at about 7:27 pm (INU1_090815b) and joined it about 

7:51 pm (INU1_090815c). EMN2 experienced motor problems and left the tow about 8:07 pm 

EMN2_090815c). At some point EMN1 also had to drop off the tow, leaving INU1 as the only boat 

towing (probably about 9:03 pm, INU1_090815d). They radioed to Cross Island for some assistance and 

TAL1 went out to help. TAL1’s first trip was aborted when they had to return to Cross Island to pick up a 

tow rope to allow then to hook up to the whale. They actually reached the tow about 10:54 pm 

(TAL1_090815a) and hooked up to the tow about 11:15 pm (TAL1_090815b)(with EMN1 and INU1 – 

although it appears that INU1 eventually dropped off the tow, probably about 12:10 am – INU1_090815e, 

and returned to Cross Island at top speed) . TAL1 may have ended up as the only boat towing at the end. 

The tow arrived early on the morning of 09/09/15 and was left in the water until butchering could start 

about 9:00 am. The whale was 24’6”, male, and was struck 23.1 miles on a bearing of 309° true north 

from Cross Island. 

The Oyagak crew stayed on the island to butcher the whale they landed on 9/07. The Taalak crew 

stayed to help them, other than for TAL1 going out to help with the tow. 

  



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX B: DAILY GPS TRACKS OF SCOUTING ACTIVITY 
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Figure B1. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 08/27/15 
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Figure B2. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 08/29/15 
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Figure B3. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 08/31/15
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Figure B4. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 09/01/15 
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Figure B5. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 09/02/15
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Figure B6. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 09/05/15 
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Figure B7. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 09/06/15
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Figure B8. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 09/07/15
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Figure B9. Cross Island GPS Scouting Tracks, 09/08/15  
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